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HEROES ARE AMONG US

UNIVERSAL 
COMPATIBILITY

OPTIMIZED POSITION 
OF CONTROL UNIT

COMFORT+ 
ENHANCEMENT



TUSH & HIP EMS MULTITONER PANTS
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JUSTFIT HERO

PROFESSIONAL EMS POWERSUIT

JUSTFIT HERO

Say hello to a fresher, cleaner, and cooler 
look that sets you apart from the crowd. 
Our Justfit HERO Series goes beyond 
aesthetics, offering exceptional design 
that seamlessly blends with enhanced 
functionality.

Introducing the Justfit HERO Tush & Hip 
EMS Multitoner Pants. Revel in a product 
that transcends the ordinary, delivering 
not just a workout gear but a cutting-edge 
exp er i en ce ta i l o red f o r ta rg eted 
stimulation.



WHAT’S FRESH WITH THE HERO SUIT?
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REVAMPED DESIGN

OPTIMIZED POSITION 
OF CONTROL UNIT

INTERNAL CABLES FOR 
ULTIMATE COMFORT

PREMIUM COMFORT

WASHABLE WITH CABLES
CONVENIENT SLIDE 
LOCK BUCKLES

The HERO family stands out for its versatility, offering both wet and dry electrodes 
for your preference. Uniquely, this is the only product on the market that allows 
users to choose between both options, catering to various training environments 
and preferences.

JUSTFIT HERO POWERSUIT

COMFORT+ 
ENHANCEMENT

UNIVERSAL 
COMPATIBILITY



PERFORMANCE FABRIC EXCELLENCE:  

CUTTING-EDGE MATERIAL IN JUSTFIT HERO SERIES
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JUSTFIT HERO POWERSUIT

DURABLESOFT

BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

ANTISTATIC

MOISTURE WICKING

QUICK DRYINGEASY TO CLEAN

Experience the ease of use like never before, coupled with unparalleled comfort that 
makes every moment in your fitness journey a pleasure. Elevate your training 
sessions with a fusion of style, innovation, and comfort that truly sets you apart. 



We've made a strategic upgrade to the Justfit HERO Series. Say 
goodbye to discomfort during specific exercises as we've relocated 
the control unit from the back to the side of the suit. This innovative 
adjustment ensures unparalleled comfort, allowing you to move 
freely and perform exercises with ease.  

Embrace a new era of convenience without compromising on 
functionality. The side placement of the control unit in our Justfit 
HERO Series represents a significant leap forward, providing a 
seamless and comfortable training experience tailored to your every 
move. 

CONTROL UNIT - STRATEGICALLY RELOCATED 

FOR ENHANCED CLIENT COMFORT
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JUSTFIT HERO POWERSUIT



JUSTFIT HERO TUSH & HIP 

MULTITONER PANTS
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HERO TUSH & HIP MULTITONER PANTS

Our pants offer more than just style; they boast a design that is distinctive and 
functional, ensuring you receive the best in targeted muscle stimulation. Step into a 
new realm of fitness and beauty where innovation meets tailored excellence, 
providing unmatched comfort and efficiency. Redefine your clients’ training routine 
with the extraordinary Justfit HERO Tush & Hip EMS Multitoner Pants – crafted for 
those who demand more from their fitness journey.

REVAMPED DESIGN

11 STIMULATION 
CHANNELS

INTERNAL CABLES FOR 
ULTIMATE COMFORT

PREMIUM COMFORT

WASHABLE WITH CABLES
CONVENIENT SLIDE 
LOCK BUCKLES

COMFORT+ 
ENHANCEMENT

UNIVERSAL 
COMPATIBILITY



Enhanced for Exceptional Stimulation: 

Our remarkable app has been meticulously updated to provide the same 
robust and invigorating stimulation experience as the Powersuit. With 11 
simultaneous stimulations, every muscle receives a comprehensive and 
powerful workout for your lower body. 

JUSTFIT APP - EMPOWERED FOR ENHANCED 

TUSH, THIGHS, HIPS, AND ABS WORKOUT

HERO TUSH & HIP MULTITONER PANTS

The repositioned control unit elevates exercise performance with 
enhanced convenience. 

JUSTFIT CONTROL UNIT - 

REPOSITIONED FOR THE CLIENTS’ 

COMFORT
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The HERO series Integrates with all professional Justfit devices, 
as well as complementary accessories like cable and electrode 
sets. 

COMPATIBILITY WITH STUDIO DEVICES

With the Justfit Warranty Extension Service you will enjoy 
extended warranty services after your Justfit product's 
standard warranty expires. Justfit thereby warrants the 
product to be free from defects in workmanship and materials 
for the extended warranty period. 

WARRANTY

COMPATIBILITY: 

JUSTFIT PIRATO 

JUSTFIT PRO(+) 

JUSTFIT FREESTYLE VCTRY 3, 5



Justfit Technology LLC 
Tel.: +36 70 666 9988 
sayhello@justfitart.com 
https://justfitart.com 

https://www.facebook.com/justfit.international 

https://www.instagram.com/justfit.international 

https://www.youtube.com/@JustFitArt/videos 

TAKE THE FIRST STEP!
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Celebrate a new era of EMS fitness with Justfit HERO Series. The innovative suit and 
pants are available for purchase at https://emsfitness.store.  

Should you have any inquiries, seek personalized assistance, or desire further details, 
our dedicated team is at your service. 
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